1. Explain the physiological circumstances that led to the economic system represented in the visual above (p. 1).

Document 1

A European View

Document 2

The following excerpts were taken from Simón Bolívar's message to the Congress of Angostura, 1819.
(4) Identify and explain a cause-and-effect relationship associated with the events or ideas in the 2 documents above.

The following excerpts were taken from Simon Bolivar’s Message to the Congress of Anoguera, 1819.

The British executive power possesses all the authority property pertaining to a sovereign, but is surrounded by a triple line of dams, barriers, and embankments. He is dependent on the executive power, the laws or his will and the course and determination what seems to be paid to these military forces. While the course and authority can exceed them from this responsibility, the executive is commanded in the head of the government, his ministers and subordinates. By more upon law than he need. The head of government, his ministers and subordinates may more upon law than he need. The head of government, his ministers and subordinates may more upon law than he need.